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China – and The World 
 
  

Almost forty years ago, China’s then paramount leader, Deng Xiaoping, decided that his 

country needed a “Great Leap Forward” in order to catch up with its economic rivals and secure 

its then fading place within the global system. 
 

Although it was not advertised as such, the economic model that the leadership in Beijing 

subsequently adopted was based on what was a particularly aggressive version of the model that 

had previously been used by Japan during the 1950s and 1960s, and South Korea a decade later. 
 

Under this model, the corporate sector was encouraged to invest heavily and price its goods 

extremely keenly (with little apparent regard to profitability) so that the country could achieve both 

export growth and import substitution. This strategy left the corporate sector racking up huge annual 

financial deficits, which the banking system was then charged with financing, at officially-determined 

persistently low borrowing rates. 
 

However, since the banks were not charging (much) to make loans, they could not provide 

savers with attractive deposit rates and hence the country had to employ not only tight controls on 

capital outflows, but also on alternative savings vehicles, within its domestic markets. People, if they 

wanted to save, were only allowed to save through deposits, or increasingly via often rampant 

property speculation. 
 

Initially, this model worked spectacularly well – China’s economic transformation between 

1990 and 2010 was simply immense. However, by 2015 the model was beginning to reach its limits, 

primarily because China’s savers were no longer willing to acquire endless quantities of deposits at 

low rates in “zombie banks” so that the latter could keep lending to cash flow negative companies 

and property developers. 
 

Today, we find that more than half of all of the bank deposits in the World are held in 

China, despite the PRC being less than a fifth of the global economy. Not surprisingly this has 

created a situation in which China’s savers have become satiated with this form of saving. 
 

This, in turn, has left the domestic banks struggling for funding and therefore very much less 

able to support Deng’s model. At times, the banks have managed to alleviate the strains on their funding 

by issuing bonds, or even sourcing funding from offshore, but as global rates have increased these 

conduits have also closed, thereby leaving the banks unable to grow their balance sheets. 
 

Hence, China’s economic deceleration – which began back in 2016 when the problems first 

emerged – has started to intensify. Our Gravity Index is an alternative measure of economic activity in 

China, which we regard as superior to the conventional and often rather optimistic GDP figures and 



 

this shows China’s economy weakening from 2016 onwards – with only a short-lived bounce 

Post Pandemic in 2021. 
 

  China: AHEL Gravity Model   
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More recently, the economy’s problems have intensified and the system may now be 

locked in a familiar Emerging Market compound interest trap, as credit shortages force companies 

into austerity, credit dependent sectors such as housing weaken, and indebtedness levels in 

aggregate start to grow at much faster rates than GDP. 

 

Is The Party Now Over? 
 

Adding to these far from unique problems are the ever more obvious signs of there now 

being a “busted” Ponzi Scheme of major proportions within China’s property market. It seems that 

households have been borrowing heavily in order to acquire the titles to properties that have not – 

and probably never will – be built, presumably in the hope of passing the titles on before the cycle 

ended. Unfortunately, the cycle has ended, property prices are declining, and defaults are becoming 

ever more common place – as are problems within the lenders. 
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We have covered debt-trap dynamics such as these in Latin America, Eastern Europe and of 

course Asia during the 1990s, and we see little that is different this time in what is going on in 

China. History shows that recovering from such a cycle can take a decade or more. 



 

If the 2000s represented the PRC’s trade boom following its accession to the WTO, then the 

2010s were a decade of speculation, and the 2020s will likely be a decade of balance sheet recession 

and continued weak growth. 

 

Global Contagion 
 

This will not just be a problem for Beijing. Since the Global Financial Crisis, the US Federal 

Reserve may have determined global liquidity conditions, but it was China who was the arbiter of 

global growth trends. However, as we look to the future, we can expect China to continue to exhibit 

weak import trends and a strong desire to export, if only so that its companies can raise much 

needed cash flow. We fully expect China to produce trillion-dollar annual trade surpluses in the near 

future, as export growth remains elevated, but imports slump. This would be a profoundly 

deflationary event for global growth. 
 

Clearly, for a country such as the UK with a pressing need to close a still large current 

account deficit, any slowdown in the global trade environment must represent bad news. Closing the 

current account deficit will likely require still weaker import growth (which implies still weaker 

domestic demand) and most likely a lower currency. 
 

The UK may also feel other – perhaps less transparent – fallout from China’s slump. It is 

highly probable that many of the funds paid over to China’s domestic property developers that were 

not used to build properties, were spirited abroad into foreign property markets, including London, 

Birmingham and Manchester. There was certainly a seemingly useful surge in foreign interest in UK 

property in the wake of the original BREXIT vote and these inflows seem to have a counterpart in 

large outflows from China at that time. However, if China’s property developers are now facing their 

day of reckoning – as it seems they are – then we could imagine them either choosing to – or even 

being obliged to – repatriate some of these foreign investments to meet bills at home. Clearly, 

“forced sellers” in the property markets would deepen the gloom already being experienced and, if 

the flows were to be substantial enough, they too could have implications for the UK currency. 
 

Global growth since the GFC has been led by the rise of China’s demand for cars, consumer 

goods, capital goods, commodities, tourism, education services, and even property - but if China is 

indeed following Japan into a prolonged slump, then the World will lose a major source of potential 

growth and there will be relatively few countries that will not notice the change in the PRC’s fortunes. 
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